The Harmonic Concordance: Shift is still Happening !
We have undergone a great Planetary Initiation. The activation lasts for 6 months. The unique moment in
time was on November 8, 2003 at 5:15 PM PST. This took place moments before a Total Lunar Eclipse
with the Sun in Scorpio and the Moon in Taurus. We have been asked at this time to focus our prayers
and intent on our Beloved Mother Earth to support her in her birthing process and into her spiritual destiny
of unity, global peace and ultimately “Heaven on Earth”. This cosmic event was named the “Harmonic
Concordance”. A magnificent stargate was formed in the heavens. This stargate was formed by two
interlocking triangles (grand trines) in feminine elements. The masculine planets, the Sun, Mars and
Saturn are trine in water signs and the Moon, Jupiter and Chiron are trine in earth signs. Together these
two triangles form a perfect six-pointed star of David or Merkabah, symbolizing the sacred marriage and
integration of body and soul, earth and heaven. Surrounding this six-pointed star a grand sextile pattern is
formed which spins the energy of the Merkabah and propels this shift to create a new vehicle of Light.
Every year there are two major eclipse cycles, two Solar (new moon) and two Lunar (full moon).
Eclipses are critical points of growth and evolution which effects are long-lasting, catalytic and global.
These represent the continuous cycles within cycles of life evolution. Eclipses are born at either the south
or north poles of the Earth and last 1200-1500 years. As they spiral and revolve around the Earth, they
return to their original nodal position every 18.6 years. This November 8, 2003 eclipse, will be the last of
the Total phase in this series life cycle . The total phase only happens when the eclipse has reached the
midway point in its life. It is at its peak at this time and its brightest. After the last Total phase it starts to
wane and complete its life cycle. This eclipse cycle will not be over until the year 2490. Each eclipse
series is known as a “saros” series they each have a message and theme for those desiring to tune in.
The eclipse saros series of November 8, 2003 was birthed on July 8,1210. To understand the theme of
the eclipse we look at the horoscope and key events that took place in history during that time.
In the year 1210 the Crusades began, brutally annihilating the Cathars, a sect that was keeping the truths
of reincarnation, honoring the feminine and allowing women as leaders of the community. They also
believed Mary Magdalene to be the bride of Christ and mother to his bloodline. They were seen as
heretics by the established Christian Church and were ordered by the Pope to be annihilated. The Magna
Carta was also being written and signed soon after this time. The Magna Carta was a document which
put the King’s authority under the thumb of the law, this lead to democratic freedom and rights for the
individual. The theme of this eclipse is one of going against the establishment. This can be seen
throughout its history. This November 8, 2003 eclipse being the midway point in the cycle and the last of
its Total phase, is expressing Truth of the sacred marriage, the Holy Grail and our global ability to heal
the past atrocities.
The planetary energy force from a lunar eclipse cycle effects us powerfully for six months until the next
total lunar eclipse which was on May 4, 2004.
To understand the symbology of the degrees of this Lunar Eclipse I have written the Sabian Symbols for
the degrees of the Sun and Moon as written by the late Dane Rudhyar “the Father of Humanistic,
Symbolic and Transpersonal Astrology” from his book
“An Astrological Mandala” they are as follows:
Sun -17 degrees of Scorpio: “A woman fecundated by her own Spirit, is “Great with Child.” A total
reliance upon the dictates of the God within. The human person becomes a “Mother of the living God.”
This is the Transpersonal Way of Existence. It is the way that leads to creative mutations.
Moon-17 degrees of Taurus: “A symbolical battle between “swords” and “torches.” Refusing to depend
on the past, the seeker turns warrior, fighting anew the eternal “Great War.” This suggests that salvation
is attained through the emergent individual’s readiness to face all issues as if there were only two
opposed sides. So teaches the Bhagavad-Gita. This is the dharma of this stage of human evolution: a
Polarization Of Values.
To find out how this eclipse will affect you in your personal life, you will need to locate 17 degrees of
Scorpio and Taurus in your natal horoscope chart by house position. Eclipses bring what has been veiled

or hidden into the light. The house in your chart will indicate the area of life that will be influenced for the
next six months.
1st-7th Houses: Deals with the I AM presence, your personal identity, how you initiate action. How you
relate to others in your life and partnerships. How to find balance and harmony in yourself and in your
close relationships.
2nd-8th Houses: Involves issues dealing with your sense of self, security, personal values, self-worth,
and possessions. How you share your personal space, energy and resources with others and how you
can evolve and support one another.
3rd-9th Houses: This polarity has to do with how you think, communicate and share information and
knowledge. Deals with what we know and use in order to gain greater understanding ,freedom and
wisdom in order to learn, grow and expand our mind and horizons.
4th-10th Houses: Issues dealing with our family, home, your foundation and the root of your being.
Where your soul is nurtured and nourished. What you have learned in life and finding your true vocation
or place and passion in the outer world.
5th-11th Houses: Deals with Creativity, Love, the Heart, your Will. The love which you have given and
received. What will bring you joy and what aspirations and risks you have taken in order to further your
consciousness and goals in life and for humanity as a whole.
6th-12th Houses: Your daily routines, health, work and service to others. What your soul yearns for in
order to regenerate and gain inner peace and ultimately enlightenment. Balancing the material and
spiritual paths in life.
We are a part of this great cosmic event, whether we are conscious of it or not. This is a time of rapid
acceleration, DNA activation and evolution on our planet Earth. We can truly shift the old paradigm and
give birth to a new consciousness. Now is a turning point, a portal has opened. We have gone through
the “baptism of terror and of fire” since the events of 9/11 and the war in Iraq. Mars the warrior planet
came closer to the Earth than it has in 60,000 years. Mars has been Close to (conjunct) Uranus the
revolutionary planet of change both in the sign of Pisces, the sign of the Christ, the mystic, the dreamer
and of true compassion. In their retrograde motion Mars and Uranus have given us time to recapitulate
and review the past. They now are asking us to put down our old ways and weapons of destruction and to
stand as Spiritual warriors with Love, Truth and Justice as our strength and shield. This is the dawning of
the Age of Aquarius, the Age for Humanity.

